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India's rural areas count on a good monsoon season. There is growing optimism in India's rural areas after a good
monsoon.

As a result of the Pilkington Committee report of , in which the BBC was praised for the quality and range of
its output, and ITV was very heavily criticised for not providing enough quality programming, [30] the
decision was taken to award the BBC a second television channel, BBC2 , in , renaming the existing service
BBC1. For example, a number of programmes are made exclusively for regional viewings, such as Indian
feeds, and The Record Europe, which is only broadcast in Europe. These at present are:. The programme
editor was Johan "John" Ramsland. Intelligance Squared Debate - monthly debates from a panel of experts.
Presentation Variation The current breakfiller. Other live programmes: Asia Business Report - Live from
Singapore the essential business news as it breaks and a look ahead to the news that will shape the business
day. Having a quiz provides a reason to watch a video more than once. Fast Track - The series with the latest
news about travel, from the industry itself to advice on the latest deals and destinations for people travelling
on business or for leisure. Newsnight - Jeremy Paxman looks back at the best of the week's films and
discussions from Newsnight. About double Talking about fuel consumption what does MPG mean? Shaw
Cable and Rogers Cable carry the channel as part of their analogue cable packages. As part of the major
relaunch of the image of the BBC including a new logo for the corporation in 1 July , the channel received its
first main refresh. By , the BBC complained that the agents of many comedians refused to sign contracts for
broadcasting, because they feared it harmed the artist "by making his material stale" and that it "reduces the
value of the artist as a visible music-hall performer". Impact Asia - Global news as it affects audiences in Asia.
Click - A comprehensive guide to all the latest gadgets, websites, games and computer industry news. In , it
became available in Latin America and the Caribbean. The panels and contributing audiences discuss topical
themes. Asia Today - The daily current affairs programme aimed at viewers across Asia with in-depth reports
from BBC correspondents and interviews with leading players. I usually check to see what car specific
vocabulary they know steering wheel, indicators, accelerator, breaks etc. Metallic brown What has changed
between the start of both test drives? From to , the channel used few graphics to display the name of the
channel, with the actual news studio modelled on that used for BBC News in the United Kingdom. Thus the
BBC was granted sufficient leeway to pursue the Government's objectives largely in a manner of its own
choosing. In response, the BBC reorganised and renamed their radio channels. Kei Cars.


